I. Distinction between the Movement of Resignation and the Knight of Resignation

Knight of Resignation

Knight of Faith (Higher Immediacy)

Movement of Resignation

Self Sufficient (rather than dependent)

The Instant

Unconditional Commitment
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II. The Temptation of the Ethical

Individual
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Unconditional Commitment
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Universal
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III. Getting a New Defining Commitment (MIT version)

\[ X \rightarrow Y \] \hspace{1cm} \text{Defining Commitment}

\[ X \rightarrow [Y] \] \hspace{1cm} \text{Knight of Resignation. Idealization}

\[ Xy \rightarrow Z \] \hspace{1cm} \text{Knight of Faith}

(Investigates the previous commitment and relates to the new one in the light of it.)